In particular, every abstract measure algebra can be considered as an algebra of point sets modulo sets of measure zero. Bischof [4] has recently obtained a proof of this special case of the theorem, but his proof leans heavily on the existence of a measure and does not generalize.
If we are given a representation of an abstract collection R of objects onto a family F of sets, then each point p of the representation space determines a subfamily of sets F p and hence a subcollection R p of R, namely, those objects in R whose image sets in F contain p. This suggests the way to define points in attempting to build up a representation. A point will be a certain kind of subset of R, the image a of a will be the set of points containing a, and the representation 9? of R will be the collection of such sets a. If R is closed under a complementation operation and the representation is to preserve complements, then clearly a point must be a "selection subset" of R f which for each aÇzR contains a or a' but not both. If R is a Boolean algebra and the representation is to be an isomorphism with respect to Boolean operations, then a point P must be a selection subset and must have the further properties that (1) if a(~R and bÇ.P then a^JbÇiP, and (2) if aiÇzPy i = l, • • • , n y then f|?#t is in P and is not null. Such a subset of R is called a dual prime ideal. Stone's theorem asserts that the correspondence a-Ht, where a is the set of dual prime ideals containing a, is actually an isomorphism. If R is a a-complete Boolean algebra and the representation is to be a cr-isomorphism, then the point P must be not only a dual prime ideal, but must also have the stronger multiplicative property that if #t£P, i = 1, • • • , oo, then nî°#* is in P and is not null. Such a dual ideal could be called a dual prime c-ideal.
It can easily be shown that the correspondence a-Ht is a cr-isomorphism if and only if the set a of dual prime a-ideals containing a is nonvoid for every non-null a in R.
In general there are not enough dual prime (7-ideals. In fact, the above mentioned algebra of measurable subsets of [0, 1 ] modulo sets of measure 0 has no dual prime cr-ideals. For let ai be the set of numbers in [0, 1 ] which in dyadic representation have 0 at the ith place. Then m(ai) ~m(al) = 1/2, and the measure of the product of any n such sets or their complements is at most 2~w. Thus any dual prime (7-ideal would have to contain an infinite product of measure 0 and consequently, in the quotient space, a null product, which contradicts the definition of a dual prime cr-ideal. This proves the assertions we have made about this example, and it also shows that in defining points for our representation we cannot use the stringent requirements of dual prime cr-ideals.
We shall, in fact, go back to our weakest definition and take a point to be simply a selection subset with respect to complementation. We repeat that the set ct corresponding to the element a is the set of all points containing ez, and that 9Î is the collection of such sets ct. The correspondence a-Ht clearly preserves complementation. Let33(9t) be the <r-complete Boolean algebra (Borel field) of point sets generated by 9Î, that is, the smallest family of sets including 9? and closed under the operations of complementation and countable union. Let 5ft be the family of sets of 33(91) of the form fl?a< if n?^t = 0 or flfa* if nr#i == 0. Let 3(9^) be the cr-ideal generated by Sft, that is, the smallest family of sets including Sfl and closed under the operations of countable union and of intersection with any set of 33 (91). Let 9Î be the quotient cr-complete Boolean algebra S8(9î)/3(9l) and let ö be the ele-ment (coset) of {ft containing a. The theorem can be stated more exactly as follows.
THEOREM. The cr-complete Boolean algebras R and ^ are cr-isomorphic under the correspondence a-»5.
First, the correspondence a->a is a (r-homomorphism onto the whole of $R. For if a -\J?a n then aC\{\ian =0 and a'na» = 0 for every i. Therefore, by the definition of 91, annr^GSl and aTicaGSfl for every i, so that 5 = Urön, which proves the correspondence to be a (r-homomorphism. The images ö of the elements of R thus form a c-complete Boolean algebra and hence cover the whole of $ft (which is generated by these images). That this cr-homomorphism onto *ft is a cr-isomorphism is the obvious content of the following lemma, the proof of which depends ultimately upon an application of the diagonal process. The hypothesis of (2) implies that oo n (3) f| cu(n) Q a for every function m(n).
This can occur only if (i) a occurs in the sequence ol(»), or if (ii) the sequence contains a complementary pair. For otherwise we can form a point P containing all the elements a^n) and also containing a', invalidating the inclusion (3). But the conditions (i) or (ii) imply the conclusion of (2). For suppose on the contrary that (4) a' H ( fl U di ) = b s* 0.
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